
Talk to an HPE partner or HPE Financial Services to learn more 

about how HPE StoreEasy Storage can help your organization

FIND A PARTNER 

Cost is important, but it isn’t the only thing that matters when looking at the technology that powers your business.

Storage and other infrastructure should:

Spend less time on storage with a simple-to-manage centralized space for 

storing files and simple application data

StoreEasy 1000 Storage systems are pre-configured NAS appliances tailored for IT generalists 

with guided setup and provisioning tools and monitoring for utilization, performance, and health. 

The new 6th generation HPE StoreEasy 1000 has a brand new, web-based management 

console that provides an agile approach to file storage management. By centralizing key tools & 

functionality, we’re making everything easier for admins - regardless of expertise or experience. 

If your organization has tens to hundreds of employees, the savings with StoreEasy can be exponential

You have options when it comes to the storage you use and how you pay for it.

Through HPE Financial Services, organizations can opt to use HPE StoreEasy 

Storage with flexible contract terms and predictable monthly payments. 

And unlike cloud-based file services like Dropbox, your monthly payments 

aren’t married to a per-user pricing model. 
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1Based on publicly available pricing for Dropbox Business Advanced, paid upfront at a discounted per-user rate, compared to the cost of a subscription for HPE StoreEasy 1660 Storage with 32TB capacity.

Provide mobile employees with 
secure access to work files from 
anywhere and any device

Securely deliver the capabilities your organization and its employees want without disrupting workflow and policies

Learn more

Prevent unauthorized employees or 
external parties from accessing data with 
automated access and classification rules

Learn more

An organization with 100 employees using Dropbox can

Protect your digital intellectual 
property from evolving threats 

Sustainably grow with your 
organization and its data

Avoid bottlenecks that translate 
to tangible productivity loss

Include readily accessible 
and specialized support 

Finding the right fit for your file data 
and your budget

Do more with less. If you’re a small to midsize organization, that’s 
probably a sentiment you’re familiar with.

You might be looking at your IT infrastructure for ways to reduce costs 
while improving IT and employee productivity. 

When it comes to file storage, selecting HPE StoreEasy network-attached 
storage could save your organization thousands of dollars annually 
over other options like cloud-based file services.

Scale to support business and data growth with cost predictability and efficiency

Each StoreEasy system is capable of supporting tens to thousands of users and connected devices 

while maximizing usable capacity with deduplication and quotas. 

With flexible options to buy or subscribe and affordable, hassle-free capacity expansion, we make it 

easy for organizations of all sizes to get what they need without breaking the bank. 

With HPE StoreEasy Storage, you can do all of that and more

Plus, whenever you have questions or 

need help, you’re backed by support 

from HPE storage specialists

save $18,000+ annually1

with a subscription for a 32TB HPE StoreEasy 1660 Storage 

CONTACT HPE FS

http://hpe.com/info/financial-services
https://partner.hpe.com
http://hpe.com/storage
http://hpe.com/storage/storeeasy
http://hpe.com/storage/storeeasy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e8pjp8Fg1HA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XJoE6_niTtY
http://hpe.com/storage/storeeasy
http://hpe.com/hpefinancialservices

